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Quick and Easy Recipes for TwoAre you tired of cooking too much food only to end up throwing
it away? Cooking for two can be very easy! These delicious recipes are easy to follow, simply
prepared, and just right for feeding two people!Your Problems Have Been Solved ==> EASY,
STEP-BY-STEP RECIPES!No more overcooking and inaccurate proportion control! These
recipes are so simple and easy to follow. You will cook just the right amount of food for two
people to enjoy.** 30 simple and easy recipes for two **Check out some of the mouth-watering
recipes from this cookbook below!CREAMY CHICKEN AND SPINACHE PASTA | MY
RECIPEMEDITERANEAN VEG PASTACREAMY CHICKEN PASTACHICKEN & PASTA
RICEADEGA PRAWN PASTAPEPPER SAUCE PASTASIMPLE BUT YUMMY VEGETARIAN
PASTAPRAWN PASTAPASTA EXOTICAPASTA SHELLSCREAMY CHICKEN PASTABUTTER
CHICKEN PASTAPASTA SALAD WIT 1000 ISLAND DRESSINGTUNA PASTACHICKEN AND
SPINACH PASTA BAKENACHO PASTAPESTO PASTAADEGA PRAWN PASTASHAWARMA
PASTAPRAWN PASTA WITH PANACHEALFREDO STEAK PASTACREAMY PASTACHICKEN
PASTACHEESY CHICKEN PASTACREAMY CHICKEN N PASTAAMERICAN STYLE MAC N
CHEESEPICANTO PASTAPRIMI RECCO PASTACREAMY CHEESE, JALAPENO & NACHO
PASTAVEGETABLE & PASTA BAKEBest-Selling Author, Alexandra AlexaAlexandra Alexa is a
best-selling author that knows a thing or two about cooking! Cooking and experimenting with
foods is her life passion. Driven by her desire for cooking for others (and herself), Alexandra
spends a lot of time in the kitchen! She enjoys sharing her love of food with the world by creating
"no-nonsense" recipe books that anyone can use.You can find lots of cooking advice, recipes,
and tips on her blog (see author page for link).Scroll up and click 'buy' to enjoy these delicious
recipes!100% Money Back Guaranteetags: healthy recipes for two, recipes for two, slow cooker
recipes for two, quick easy recipes, easy recipes, easy cooking for two, cooking for two cooking
healthy for two slow cooking for two, recipes, recipes book, food recipes, breakfast recipes,
dinner recipes, cooking recipes, simple recipes

Barbara Jacobs, Booklist 4/15/2011“With the number of farmers’ markets and true vegans
increasing, it was simply a matter of time until cookbooks combined those two trends. Though
Scott-Goodman and Trovato certainly aren’t the first to exploit the goodness of greens (think The
New Moosewood Cookbook, 2000, for one), both have enviable track records in producing top-
quality culinary collections (e.g., The Ski Country Cookbook, 2008, and The Beach House
Cookbook, 2005, for Scott-Goodman and Rachel Ray’s Open House Cookbook, 2006, for
Trovato.The bonus here? More than 120 simple recipes that don’t require expensive equipment
or unusual ingredients, except for fresh-from-the-garden artichokes to zucchini. Every veggie
includes at least one recipe, along with notes about origins, best growing season, and nutrients.



Among the choices: asparagus and mushroom frittata, green cabbage and apple bake, and
dandelion greens with tzatziki and feta cheese. Don’t expect too many proteins here, though egg
dishes are popular. Instead, use this as a guide to easy-to-cook side dishes that quickly bring
the best garden crops to table.”Kirkus, May 1, 2011Healthy recipes for every taste bud.Broccoli
has never looked so appealing. With more than 120 simple, easy-to-prepare recipes, this
cookbook makes it easy to eat green. The attractive design includes color photographs and
boxed reference guides that show calorie and nutritional value. Novice gardeners will enjoy a few
tips, and the authors urge those who can’t grow their own to visit a farmers’ market or local
produce stand. The fresher the vegetable, the better these seasonal recipes will taste. Twenty-
six green vegetables are presented in alphabetical order, from artichokes to zucchini, and each
includes a background. Southern chefs will be happy to know that Smoky Collard Greens are
included, as are recipes for dandelion greens, while chefs looking for new ideas will find Collard
Greens and Parmesan-Roasted Fennel. Kids may hate vegetables, but veggie-laden pizzas
and Macaroni and Cheese with Swiss Chard are clever ways to get them to eat their greens. The
sheer variety of recipes and kitchen techniques the authors manage to pack into this slim and
generously illustrated volume will stun readers—cooks can enjoy tantalizing soups, salads,
sauces and pestos. Pasta lovers will find Creamy Linguine with Fresh Peas and Pancetta, and
Roast Pork with Fennel or Pan-Seared Salmon with Braised Mixed Greens is a healthy way to
tempt meat eaters.Grab some cabbage and start cooking green today.St Petersburg Times,
6/1/11"For cooks who enjoy fresh vegetables. This cookbook provides excellent instruction in
cooking and selecting a wide variety of vegetables."BookPage Cookbook of the Month
(June)“You’ll find intriguing ways to steam, sauté, stir-fry, braise, roast and blanch them, from
elegantly simple dishes like Green Bean, Prosciutto, and Parmesan Salad and sublimely
summery Sautéed Snap Peas, Sweet Corn….An informative intro sets the scene for each of the
29 greens, while good header notes help you pick a peck of delicious veggie dishes.”Winston-
Salem Journal, 10/5/11" a collection of contemporary and sophisticated yet accessible recipes…
The title is a bit misleading, and that's a good thing here. "Eat Greens" doesn't just cover such
greens as spinach and collards. It covers 26 green vegetables of all types. In fact, such
nongreen veggies as corn and sweet potatoes get only peripheral treatment instead of their own
chapters…The nice thing about the book is that the authors keep things simple. The book has
no wild or trendy flavor combinations, no hard-to-find or super expensive ingredients. And the
recipes are pretty much all easy and straightforward enough for kitchen novices…In short, this
book has plenty of ideas for people, especially nonvegetarians, wanting to add vegetables to
their diet.”--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the
AuthorBarbara Scott-Goodman is an author, art director, and book designer whose previous
titles include The Ski Country Cookbook, The Beach House Cookbook, and The Diabetes Menu
Cookbook, which was nominated for a James Beard Award in 2007. She lives in New York and is
currently developing a website.Liz Trovato is an art director and book designer. Her cookbook
titles include Rachael Ray's Open House Cookbook, Good-Housekeeping's Light and Healthy



Cookbook, and James Beard's Shellfish, Salads, Soups, and Poultry. She divides her time
between New York City and the southwestern coast of Rhode Island where she loves to tend to
all things green in her vegetable garden.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition
of this title.
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Pasta RecipesMastering the Art of Cooking Pasta Written By “Alexandra Alexa” Published By
“Aston Publisher” Copyright © by Aston Publisher, Berkeley, CaliforniaNo part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning or otherwise, except as
permitted under Section 107 or 108 of the 1976 United States Copyright Act, without the prior
written permission of the publisher. Request to the publisher for permission should be
addressed to the permissions Department, Aston Publisher, and Berkeley California Limit of
Liability/Disclaimer of Warranty: The publisher and the author make no representation of
warranties with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this work and
specifically disclaim all the warranties including without limitation warranties of fitness for a
particular purpose. No warranty may be created or extended by sales or by promotional
materials. The advice and strategies contained herein may be suitable for each situation. This
work is sold with the understanding that the publisher is not engaged in rendering medical, legal
or other professional advices or services. If professional assistance is required, the services of a
competent professional person should be sought. Neither the publisher nor the author shall be
liable for damages arising here from. The fact that an individual, organization or website is
referred to in this work as a citation and/or potential source of further information does not mean
that the author or the publisher endorses the information the individual, organization or website
may provide or recommendations they/it may make Further readers should be aware that
internet websites listed in this work may have changed or disappeared between, when this work
was written and when it is read. TRADEMARKS: Aston Publisher is the registered trademark in
United States and other countries, and may not be using without permission. All other
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Aston publisher is not associated with
any product or trademark mentioned in this book.Table of Content CREAMY CHICKEN AND
SPINACHE PASTA | MY RECIPEMEDITERANEAN VEG PASTACREAMY CHICKEN
PASTACHICKEN & PASTA RICEADEGA PRAWN PASTAPEPPER SAUCE PASTASIMPLE BUT
YUMMY VEGETARIAN PASTAPRAWN PASTAPASTA EXOTICAPASTA SHELLSCREAMY
CHICKEN PASTABUTTER CHICKEN PASTAPASTA SALAD WIT 1000 ISLAND
DRESSINGTUNA PASTACHICKEN AND SPINACH PASTA BAKENACHO PASTAPESTO
PASTAADEGA PRAWN PASTASHAWARMA PASTAPRAWN PASTA WITH PANACHEALFREDO
STEAK PASTACREAMY PASTACHICKEN PASTACHEESY CHICKEN PASTACREAMY
CHICKEN N PASTAAMERICAN STYLE MAC N CHEESEPICANTO PASTAPRIMI RECCO
PASTACREAMY CHEESE, JALAPENO & NACHO PASTAVEGETABLE & PASTA BAKE~
CREAMY CHICKEN AND SPINACHE PASTA | MY RECIPE ~INGREDIENTS2 pieces chicken
fillet - small cubes / stripsOlive oil1 tablespoon crushed garlic1 teaspoon green chilies1
tablespoon Robertson Portuguese spice1 teaspoon Robertson zesty lemon pepper1 teaspoon
Robertson rustic garlic and herb1 teaspoon steak and chops spiceSpinachWash and chop it
upSaltHaldiGarlicBoil pasta as per packet instruction250ml fresh cream1 cup milk2 tablespoon
flourMETHODFirst Cook chicken with all the spices until done and set aside then take saucepan



and add some olive oil then add Haldi and garlic after that add spinach, salt and allow to steam
until done after that now add the cooked spinach to the chicken and mix them well and add just
fresh cream.Then enforce serving and simmer after that add the boiled pasta and mix
together.Warm up the milk and then add flour and whisk until smooth then add this to the pasta
and mix them well and serve immediately. ~ MEDITERANEAN VEG PASTA ~INGREDIENTS4-5
cups pasta, boiled1 packet McCain stir-fry (Asian or French)Few pinches of saltLemon
pepperCajun spiceGarlic flakesOriganumRobertson’s Mediterranean Veg
seasoningPaprikaGreen masalaOlive oilSoy sauce1⁄2 packet All Gold Tomato & Chilli pasta
sauce4 tablespoons fresh creamFeta cheeseMETHODFirst cook and then stir fry with spices
after that add pasta sauce and fresh cream then cut feta cubes and mix them well into boiled
pasta.~ CREAMY CHICKEN PASTA ~INGREDIENTS3 pieces chicken fillet cubedSalt to
tasteQuarter onion cubedThree quarter teaspoon chili powderQuarter teaspoon turmeric1
teaspoon dhana jeera2 teaspoon butter chicken marinadeHalf teaspoon ginger garlic1 tomato
gratedCoriander finally chopped5 mini pepper dew thinly sliced, the pepper dew brand1 and half
cup macaroni boiledSmall piece of garlic butterNormal salted butter to cover surface of the
potHalf cup fresh cream
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The book by Barbara Scott-Goodman has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 23 people have provided
feedback.
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